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1. Introduction 

The validity of the mean-field theory at finite temperature and 
the fluctuations in the thermal mean-field approach have been the 
subject of various studies over the past few years. In the finite 
temperature Bardeen-Cooper-8chrieffer theory (PT-BCS) it bas been 
predicted that an overall collapse of the BCS-pairing gap should 
take place at a critical temperature corresponding to the phase tran
sition from the superfluid phase to the normal fluid phase/11. Re
cently, it has been shown by many authors that such effect does not 
exist in realistic medium and heavy nuclei. Indeed, in the calcula
tions taking the thermal and quantum fluctuations at finite tempera
ture into account/2 ,3/,tbe sharp phase transition is completely wash
ed out. However, in these studies of the phase .transition region at 
f'init:A t:"m""""t:, ..... nnlv Aimnlif'1Atl ""'hAmAti" mntlAlR with two levelA 
111, a sin~le-j shell f 2/ o~ with a degenerate energy spectrum /J/ 
were employed. Although there is some hope that the inclusion of more 
j-shells should not appreciably alter the conclusion/21, it is cer
tainly interesting to study what indeed happens to the pairing gap 

at finite temperature in calculations based on a realistic single
-particle energy spectrum in realistic nuclei in order to give a 
more adequate and concrete answer to this problem. On the other hand, 
so far all the calculations of the collective state characteristics 
in the framework of the finite temperature random-phase approxima
tion (PT-RPA) ignore as a rule the effect of washing out the phase 
transition from superfluid to normal. The pairing gap ~(T) at fini
te temperature T in these studies is either equal to its zero tempe
rature value ~(0) 11,4/ or undergoes a collapse at critical tempe
rature Tcr•t (~(T)=O for T)-T .:t) as in the phase transition case 
/1,5,6/ cn; 

• By this reason up to now it is not clear how the fluctua-
tions influence the PT-RPA results in realistic nuclei with a realis
tic single-particle spectrum. 
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In this work we therefore investigate the behaviour of the giant 
resonance characteristics at finite temperature in the even-even sphe
rical 5~i nucleus in the PT-RPA using a realistic single-particle 
spectrum and taking into account the effects of thermal and quantum 
particle number fluctuations on the BCS pairing gap. The paper is or
ganized as follows. In §2 we draw the outline of the model and the 
method we employ to perform our investigation. We also discuss the 
choice of parameters we use in calculations. The results are displayed 
and discussed in§3• In the last section we summarize the paper. 

2. Outline of the Model and the Method. Choice of Farameters 

We use the set of PT-RPA equations in the formalism of the quasi
particle-Phonon Nuclear Yodel (QPHM) /7/ that has recently been exten
ded by one of us to finite temperature /5,S/. These equations have 
already been derived in our approach in /5/, eo we do not repeat them 
here. They have also been obtained by other authors by somewhat dif
ferent methode /9/. We use the QPHM Hamiltonian consisting of the 
terms describing the motion of nucleons in the nuclear mean field, 
the superfluid pairing interaction and the residual interaction in 
the form of the separable multipole isoscalar and isovector forces/7/. 
The form of the mean-field is described in the calculations by the 
Woods-Saxon potential U(r). We also use the derivative ~1J(~/3rfor 
+:hA .,.. .. ~; a1 ~ana,.,tla.,..,_o ,...p +l-.o -.-...;~ ............ ~ __ ..__~- ,..., ----•- .... .P ~\...- -<Z __ ,-

- ---- --.--------- -- ·--- ------- --·--- __ .... -............. -- ........ ~~~---
-particle operators generating excitation of mul tipolari ty A • lor 

details of the QPNM we direct readers to Refs./71. Due to the high 
interest in the giant dipole resonances (GDR) in hot nuclei observed 
recent~ in experiments 1101, we concentrate our consideration in 
this paper only on the electric ieovector dipo~ collective modes 
( A~ ·1-). The thermal fluctuations in the mean-field induced by tem
perature T are taken here into account by the method employed in/21, 
where the ~ -dependence of mass is neglected. As has been shown in 
121, this ~-dependence of mass leads only to some slight shift in 
the temperature dependence of the BCS-pairing gap A • Thus, we have 
for the thermal average gap<~) the expression 12 •11 / 

~ ~ 

(Ll)- f ~(T)exp(-F(Ll(T))/T]dLl(T) /fexp[-F(~(T))/T]dLl(T), c~) 
0 0 

where F(~(T}) is the free energy /3,5/. 

In the quasiparticle representation the quantum fluctuations of 
the particle number are caused by the nucleon-number nonconservation 
due to the Bogolubov transformation from particles to quasiparticles. 
It has been shown in 1121 that the particle number fluctuations in 
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the ground-state, whose wave function is defined as the quasiparticle 
vacuum, renormalize the pairing gap 1::::. !B 

z = [ 1 + 1 I L\N2 J b. . ( 2) 

where the particle number fluctuations ~N2. are 

D.Na = t(j+1/2).62/[(Ej-.l.)2.+S]. o> 
In Eq.(3) Elj are the single-proton (or neutron) energies defined 
by using the set of parameters for the Woods-Saxon potential U(r) 
chosen at zero temperature in 1131; A is the chemical potential 
( An. for neutrons, and ~P for protons, respectively). We shall 
use Eqe.(1)-(3) at finite temperature to define the gap~). where 
the thermal fluctuations are taken into account, and the gap <'l) , 
where both ~hermal and particle number fluctuations are included.The 
zero temperature single-particle energy spectrum is used by us also 
at finite temperature since its temperature dependence is very smooth 
and weak up to !=6 MeV, as has been shown in 1 141. The pairing cons
tants are chosen to be Gn.=0.28MeV for neutrons and Gr=0.30MeV for pro
tons in 5~i. The pairing gap at zero Tis therefore found to be~~ 
~ 1.4 JleV and .6p .. o. The critical temperature Tc.r•t ,where the collap
se of the mean-field pairing gap takes place, is evaluated to be 

T"'.e•0.567 Ll(Ts0/117. :Por 5~1 nucleus Trr•t ~ o. 79 lleV. It is also 
0 • o A - ,_' . • • •• -- • • • 121 _. o " • 
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number fluctuations considered by this method exist even at 1?•0. 
The parameters of the effective dipole modes, namely the ieosca

lar oe~) and isovector te~1)constants are chosen following the procedure 
discussed in /5/. Thus, at zero temperature the energy w~•> for iso
scalar dipole modes in the PT-RPA calculations is put equal to zero 
for excluding "spurious" states. The ieovector dipole constant ~~) 
is defined to reproduce the empirical location of the isovector 
dipole resonance ( w~P ~ 17 JleV for 5~i 115/). These values of the 
constants also have a rather weak temperature dependence 1161 and· 
therefore are used for all temperatures lower than 6 MeV throughout 
our calculations. The electric dipole strength distributions are cal
culated baaed onthe expression for the residual electric transition 
probabilities BT (lili,Wi) at finite temperature T obtained by us 
in /5/. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Pigure 1 depicts the temperature dependence of the BCS-pairing 
gap L::J. , the thermal average pairing gap (.6) and the gap <.3> calcu-
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z !!s.:...l· 
Pairing gaps versus temperatu-
re in 5S.i. The dotted curve 

>- represents the li'T-BCS gap A • 
l ... The broken curve denotes the 
<f <.1) thermal average pairing gap 

<4), computed from Eq. (1 ). 
<~> The full curve describes the 

0.0 
0 

------------- temperature dependence of the 
pairing gap (..A) when both 
thermal and particle number 
fluctuations are taken into 
account. 
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lated from (2) with taking into account the particle number fluctua
tions. The effect of washing out the phase transition obtained in the 
schematic calculations/2/ due to the thermal fluctuations is also 
clear in our realistic case. The particle number fluctuations some
what intensify this effect and increase the pairing gap (..A) to <J'). 
However, as compared to the schematic models, where the pair±Dg sap
<~> deareases noticeably with increasing~ 11-31, for 5S.i we see ,... 
some very smooth decrease in the gaps (4) and <.A) at T higher 
than about 1 MeV. At higher temperatures up to 3 MeV these values of 
the pairing gape remain nearly constant and sufficiently large as 
compared to their values at zero temperature. Of course, for tempera-
'-··-- \-.f-\..-- .&..L-- -• • - r .... ..... • . - -v-·- ........ & ......... "'U.Q.U QUVU." ..~-u ...U:::Y ltUt:J "~wpertlt~Ure a.epenaence OJ: tne 

single-particle energies should be taken into account and a more app
recia~le dec_rease in <6) l!lnd<.6) with increasing T should be expected. 

The temperature dependence of the particle number fluctuations 
calculated from Eq.(3) is displayed in Pig. 2 as the values ~/ANL . 

~ ~ • ' = ' q While this temperature depen

0.30 

dence is very close to the 
schematic single j-shell/2/ 
at T lower than '1' cr.:t , it 
increases slowly with increas
ing T higher than '1'cr.:t and 
remains nearly constant at 
'l' > 3 MeV. We note that for 
sufficiently high temperature 
{e.g., 'T' ~ 5 + 6 MeV) the ex-

= pension (2) turns out to be 
0 1 ----'---zt-"""'T=,-:M~e~v:-:-----,3f' poor and the higher expansion 

Pig. 2. Par~icle r.L:.:Jber fluctua- orders should be included/121. 
t1ons ln 58trL \ e:-,;.1s temperature. 
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Reduced electric transition probabilities for the 
isovector giant dipole modes in 58Ni at several tempe
ratures. The full curves are computed by using the phe
nomenological Lorentzian distribution given in/11/. 
a) Results computed with the values of the thermal 
av~rage gap <A>. b) Results computed with the values of 
<~>. i.e. when both thermal and particle number fluctua
tlons are taken into account. 
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The distributions of the electric dipole strengths computed 
in the PT-RPA with the value (t::,.) and (Ji) , respectively, are repre
sented in Pig. 3 for several temperatures. In this figure the curves 
of the phenomenological Lorentz distribution normalized at the maxi
mum value of B(E1tu>i)are also depicted. (Por the formula of the 
distribution, see 1171). With increasing temperature there is some 
weak intensification of the transition probabilities in the states 
at the tail of the GDR. The intensities of the strengths at the main 
GDR peaks are reduced slightly to distribute more evenly over neigh
bouring states. 
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Pig. 4• 
Isovector giant dipole reso
nance centroids in 58Ni ver
sus temperature. The dotted, 
broken and full curves corres
pond to the results obtained 
by using _!he pairing gaps A , 
(~)and (A) from Pig. 1 res
pectively. The chain curve 
represents the result computed 
with the zero temperature pair
ing gap A(O) • 

12L----L--~~--~--~----~---U 
0 1 2 T, MeV 3 

The most interesting result of the thermal and quantum par-
ticle number fluctuation effects on the GDR characteristics is ob
served in the temperature dependence of the GDR energy centroid as 
depicted in Pig. 4. While the collapse of the BCS pairing gap f::,. at 
1rcr•t leads to a break in the curve describing the GDR energy cent

roid E1 as a function of temperature (the dotted curve), the thermal 
fluctuations smear out this discontinuity in the curve ofir1 compu
ted with the values (t::,.)(the broken curve). The quantum particle 
number fluctuations intensify this effect as shown by the full curve. 
In consequence, the temperature dependence of:E1 computed with the 
values (Lr) lies very close to the one that is obtained by calcula
tion with the temperature independent pairing gap D.(T) = A(O) (the 
chain curve) Therefore, we see that for calculations in the PT-RPA 
one can readily use at T ~ 0 the same value of the pairing gap .6 
defined at zero temperature. We also note that the values of the GDR 
energy centroids E1 in Pig. 4 are obtained by summation in the ener
gy interval 10 JlleV~ Wi ~ 30 JlleV .The change of the energy interval 

6 

of summation may influence the values of E1 (Cf./5/). In any case the 
constants ~~) can always be chosen so that the centroid lf1 (but not 
the main peak of the GDR as in our calculations presented here) be 

~p 
equal to UJ=~ • However, this does not influence the behaviour of 
~1 as a function of temperature studied above. 

4. Conclusions 

Summarizing our results we find: The calculations in 5~i nuc
leus by using a realistic single-particle spectrum show qualitatively 
the same effects of thermal and particle number fluctuations on the 
characteristics of the IV-GDR in the PT-RPA in comparison with sche
matic models. However, ilil the temperature region higher than Tcri.t up 
to 3 MeV the pairing gap is rather stable and sufficiently large with 
increasing temperature. The IV-GDR energy centroid computed by using 
the thermal average pairing gap and taking the particle number fluc
tuations into account is close to the one of the calculations with 
the use of the zero temperature pairing gap b.(T) = b.(O) • This energy 
centroid decreases slowly with increasing temperature. Our results 
also show that the change of the pairing gap at finite temperature can 
influence noticeably the IV-GDR energy location. This situation is 
different from the zero temperature case where the effect of the alte
ration of the pairin~ ~aD on the giant resonance location is ne~li
gible. In any case, in calculations for realistic hot nuclei the ther
mal and quantum particle number fluctuations play an important role. 
They must be undoubtedly taken into account in order to obtain cor
rect results in the mean-field theory formalism at finite temperature. 
Under the influence of these fluctuations, as in the case of schemati
cal models, it is hardly to observe the phase transition driven by 

temperature in realistic superfluid nuclei with a realistic single 
particle spectrum, at least in such nuclear characteristics as the 
pairing gap and the giant resonance energy location. 
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Hryen ,l:lJim .llaHr, Hrytt~t 3yA TDHI' 
3cMieJCTW JCBIHTOBWX H TePMOAHHAMII'I8CICHll clmYJaYIIUift 
H& I'Hr&HTCKHe H30HJCTOpi1Ja18 Alll10JIWIW8 MOAW 
AJIJI 

11Nl B npn6nHllteHHH cny'IIIAHwx,ltJu 
npH XOttnHOftTeMJJepaTypa /lcr..fiC4>/ 

E4-88-367 

Ha OCHOH peanHCTH'18CKOro OAHO'i&CTH'IHOro cneJCTr. B ROTeHUHane 8y.JJ;ca-Cax
COH& cpe,JJ;Hero non.11 pacc'IHTana na(lii&JI UleJrJo BICDI Mil I Nl a 3BBHCHMOCTH OT TeM
nepaTypw C ywroM TepMOAHHilMH'I8CICHll clmYXTY&QHft H JCBIHTOBWll ltJnyXTy&lUift 'IHCJI& 
lf&CTHU, 8 paMXU Jcr-flC4> C l'aMHnloTOHHBHOM KBI3H'IllCTH'IH0·4JoHoHHOil: MO,JI;8JDI 
.IUlpa pacc'IHTaHW pacnp&JleneHHe can 3JJeJCTpHqecKHx AHRonltHWll nepexoAOB H ~eHTpo
.IUlW H30BeJCTopnoro rHriHTCKOro ,JI;HRonltHOro pe30HaHC& /HB fiJ.P/. lloK13BHO, UO 
H3MeHeHHe RapHOft UleJIH npH XOHe'IHOft TeMnepaType MOlkeT CYIJleCTBeHHO BnHIITit Ha 

nonolKeHHe HB fiJ.P. C ywroM o6oHX THROB liJnyJaYallHil: B napHOil: Ulenn sltJ~iJeXT 4Ja
soaoro nepexoAa H3 csepxnxyqero COCTOIIHHII a nopManJonoe coCToRHHe s TeMnepa
TypHoil: 3BBHCHMOCTH ~eHTpo.IIJla HB fiJ.P nonnoCTJoJO CTHpaeTCII. 

Pa6oTa BWDOnHeHa B na6opaTOPftH TeopeTHqecxoil: liJH3HKH OHHH. 

llpenpHHT 061.eAHH8IUIOro HHCTHTyTa .IUlepHWX HCCJie,JJ;OBBHHii:.1J.y6Ha 1988 
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Effects of Thermal and Particle Number Fluctuations 
on the Giant lsovector Dipole Modes 
for "Hi-Nucleus in the Finite Temperature Random · 
Phase Approximation 
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Uaing the realiatic single-particle energy spectrum obtained in the Woods.Suon nucleon 
mean-field potential, we calculate the BCS-pairing gap for 118Ni as a function of tempera
ture taking into account the thermal and particle number fluctuations. The strength dilti
butions of the electric dipole transitions and the centroids of the iaovector giant dipole 
resonance (IV-GDR) are computed in the framework of the finite temperature RPA based 
on the Hamiltonian of the Quasiparticle-Phonon Nuclear Model with separable forces. 
It is shown that the change of the pairing gap at finite temperature can noticeably influ
ence the IV-GDR localization in realistic nuclei. By taking both thermal and particle num
ber fluctuations in the pairing gap into account the effect of phase transition from super
fluid to normal in the temperature dependence of the IV-GDR centroid is completely 
smeared out. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics JINR. 
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